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ABSTRACT                                                                          

Little is known about the morphology of Kiswahili nominal modifiers and the processes involved in their 

formation. This paper addresses this situation by providing an analysis within a descriptive framework which 

envisages a uniform system of underlying concordial prefixes (UCP) intricably associated with Kiswahili 

nominal classification. Each noun class (NC) is associated with a specific UCP. When a UCP such as {LI-} 

is added to a modifier root such as ‘-ote’, there is generated an underlying modifier form (UMF) such as *liote 

which is morphologically ill-formed. Such a form undergoes morphophonological transformations (MPTs) 

which derive superficial modifier forms (SMF) such as lote. Since the specification of the relevant MPTs 

involves statements about noun classes in Kiswahili, the paper describes a noun classification upon which the 

present analysis draws. Theoretically, grammatical concord and nominal classification are matters of syntax 

but our analysis contradicts this position by demonstrating a clear interface between Kiswahili morphology 

and syntax. 

KEY WORDS: nominal modifier, underlying/superficial concordial prefixes, morphonological 

transformations, morphosyntax.          

                  

1.1 Background                            

As a syntactic word category, Kiswahili modifiers (M) include words which in various ways modify a noun 

(N) in a noun phrase (NP) structure as illustrated in (1) below: 

 

                     

 

 

 

In Kiswahili grammatical literature (Ashton 1944, Loogman 1965, Myachina 1981, Kapinga 1983, among 

others) the focus of attention has been on nominal modifiers as syntactic constituents of noun phrases as in 

the above examples. Modifiers and nouns in an NP as in (1) above are in a syntactic relationship of concord. 

In such a relationship the noun is the governing constituent and it must be reflected in the morphological 

structure of the modifier. The concordial relationship between the noun and the modifier is signaled by a 

concordial prefix (cp) attached to the root (rt) of the modifier as shown in (2) above.   

Almost without exception, Kiswahili descriptive grammarians have ignored the morphological aspects of 

Kiswahili modifiers. This situation might be explained by the fact that it is not always easy, on the basis of 

1           NP 

   N             M 

 mke         wangu 

wageni       wote 

kisu           chochote 

2.                 NP 

       N                 M 

                     cp         rt 

matunda       ma        bivu   

mtoto          yu          le 

kitabu         ki           kubwa 



surface structure evidence alone to isolate the constituent morphemes of Kiswahili modifiers. Moreover, 

surface structure evidence alone is not a reliable tool for such a task. For, example, given the fact that a 

Kiswahili modifier consists of a cp and a rt, what are the constituent morphemes of the modifiers wangu, wote 

and wengine? A possible answer might be given in the form of a Table in which the root and concordial 

prefixes can be displayed as follows: 

 

  

However, it will be immediately obvious that the 

above answer is quite unsatisfactory 

because it raises serious problems. First, if it is assumed that the modifier wangu consists of a prefix wa- and 

the root -angu,  why is the result of adding the prefix to the root not the form wangu but the ill-formed form 

*waangu? Similarly, if wa- and -ote are the constituent morphemes of wote, why is the result of prefixing wa- 

to -ote is the ill-formed form *waote? This question is also relevant to the formation of the ill-formed forms 

*waote and *waingine. So, just what is involved in the derivation  of the modifiers wangu, wote and wengine  

from their ill-formed counter-parts? 

The above discussion suggests that the identification of constituent morphemes in Kiswahili modifiers is not 

as obvious as seems to be assumed in the literature. But this is precisely the assumption implied in current 

Kiswahili descriptive grammars. The fact is that the formation of modifiers such as wangu, wote, wengine is 

not a direct process which simply involves adding a prefix to the root of the modifier.As will be demonstrated 

later, this process involves not only the appropriate selection of the prefix form but it also involves the 

application of certain transformations which change, for example *waangu to wangu or *waote to wote, or  

*waingine to wengine. Moreover, the appropriate selection of the nominal modifier prefix also involves 

knowledge of the complex and controversial noun classification in Kiswahili which is fundamentally and 

intimately associated with nominal modifier structure.  

No study that I am aware of has specifically focused upon the morpho-syntax of Kiswahili nominal modifiers. 

It is therefore no surprising matter that such issues have not, not only been raised but they have either been 

glossed over or even simply ignored, probably because they have not been considered ‘interesting’. An 

adequate grammatical analysis of nominal Kiswahili modifiers must provide information on questions such 

as those raised above and possibly others concerning their structure.                 

1.2 Objectives 

In general, this paper seeks to address the above issues by providing a principled and systematic account of 

the constituent morphemes of Kiswahili nominal modifiers.  In this regard, the fundamental question to be 

addressed is this: what is the morphological constituent structure of words such as wangu, lako, lote, wote, 

wengine and what are the morpho-phonological changes that are involved in their derivation? 

Specifically, the paper seeks to achieve the following objectives:                   

( 1)  To provide a morphosyntactic description of Kiswahili modifiers                       

 3.       CP     RT *MODIFIER MODIFIER 

          wa  - angu *waangu                                 wangu 

           wa  -ote  *waote   wote 

            wa  -ingine  *waingine    wengine 



( 2)  To propose an adequate framework within which to describe Kiswahili nominal modifiers as well as    

nominal modifiers in other Bantu languages                  

3) To specify the inter-face between morphology and syntax in relation to Kiswahili nominal modifiers                     

4)  To fill gaps in the current knowledge of the morphological structure of Kiswahili nominal modifiers.                      

5)    To rewrite this aspect of Kiswahili descriptive grammar      

                   

                   

2 The descriptive framework                                                               

2.1Superficial and Underlying Nominal Modifier Forms                                                                                            

In order to address the descriptive questions posed above, this section describes the framework 

for a morpho-syntacxtic description of Kiswahili nominal modifiers. The framework involves 

demonstrating that the relevant modifiers have a superficial form (SMF) as well as an underlying 

form (UMF). The SMF is the pronounceable form in which words like wangu, wanko, lako  

wengine ordinarily occur in speech. On the other hand, the UMF is the form from which the SMF 

is derived. For example, the forms *waangu and *waote are the underlying forms from which 

wangu and wote respectively are derived.             

                                                 

 In an NP structure the concordial relationship between the noun and the modifier is marked by 

a concordial prefix attached to the root of the modifier. The shape of the UCP reflects (i.e. is 

related to) the class of the noun with which the modifier has a concordial relationship. For each 

noun class (NC), there is a UCP which, together with the modifier root (RT), generate an 

underlying modifier form such as *waangu and *waote. The UMF is usually morphologically 

ill-formed and is subject to certain morphophonolgical transformations(MPTs) which finally 

generate SMFs such as wangu and wote as schematically shown below:                                        

                                                                                   .                          

                  

 

 

 

 

 The notions of UCP, SMF  UMF together with the MPTs constitute the proposed framework for 

the analysis of  the structure of Kiswahili nominal modifiers. Section 2.4 specifies the relevant 

morpho-phonological transformations which an UMF must undergo en route to becoming a SMF. 

Since the specification of the relevant MPTs involves statements about noun classes in Kiswahili, 

sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide details of the theory of noun classification upon which this paper 

draws.                                                     

  

4 UCP   +  RT              UMF            SMF 

 wa-  -    angu            *waangu        wangu  

 wa-      -ote              *waote           wote    

  ki-     -ote               *kiote             chote     

  wa-  -ingine           *waingine       wengine                         

    li-     -ote            *liote               lote    



 2.2 A theory of noun classification in Kiswahili                                                                          

Nouns in noun phrases govern their modifiers by being reflected in the structure of the latter. For 

example, the nouns kuku and nyoka are reflected in the structure of the modifiers mnono and 

mrefu by the concordial prefix (cp) m as shown below:   

                    

         

                                          

 

 

The presence of the nouns kuku and nyoka is reflected in the modifiers by the concordial prefix 

m-. It is a condition that a noun must always be reflected in the structure of the modifier otherwise 

the resulting NP will be grammatically ill-formed as shown by the following example: 

                           

*6.         *kuku nono   *nyoka refu    *kuku kinono    *nyoka ndefu                                

When a noun is appropriately reflected in the structure of a modifier, we say that there is a 

concordial relationship between the noun and its modifier. Such a relationship is always signaled 

by a concordial prefix (CP) located in the structure of the modifier. Nouns in Kiswahili can be 

classified on the basis of the concordial prefixes (3) by which they are reflected in the modifier 

(Kapinga, 1983). According to this criterion, nouns which are reflected in modifiers by the same 

concordial prefix constitute one noun class (NC). For every NC there is an underlying concordial 

prefix (UCP) which signals the concordial    relationship between the nouns of a given class and 

the modifiers. In other words, it is the UCP by which noun classes are identified. On this basis 

there are eleven noun classes(4) in  Kiswahili as indicated in (7) below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               

 

5            NP 

    N              M 

               cp          rt 

kuku        m        nono 

nyoka       m        refu 

7. NC      UCP                     EXAMPLES 

 1         YU mvulana, jogoo, paka, kipofu 

 2         WA watoto, kuku, wavulana, mawaziri 

 3         U mguu, upande, mkono, ukuta, mmea 

 4          I miguu, kalamu, nyumba, mikuki 

 5         LI tunda, jani, yai, gari, godoro 

 6        YA matunda, majani, mayai, magari 

 7         KI kiatu, kiazi, kitanda, kiwanda 

 8         VI Viatu,viati,vitanda.viwanda 

 9         PA pande, nyumba, kuta, kalamu 

 10       KU mahali, sokoni, darasani 

 11 kuimba, kusoma, kupigana, kugombana 



                                                                                                                    

                           

  

                               

An underlying concordial prefix (UCP) assumes different forms technically known as allomorphs 

under different conditions to be described in section 3 below. Meanwhile, here is an illustration 

from the UCP associated with NC1 as understood in this paper. The UCP associated with NC1 

has the form {YU-} and it takes the CP allomorphs shown in the following display: 

 

          

                                                                                                                                          

                 

  

    

 

 

 

In summary, in the following analysis it will be assumed that for every noun class there is an 

underlying concordial prefix by which every noun of a given class is reflected in the structure of 

a modifier. Initially, it is the UCP which is attached t the root of a modifier. In the process of 

modifier formation, the UCP together with the root generate an UMF; this UMF then undergoes 

certain transformations which cause the UCP to assume different allomorphs under specific 

environments described in Section 3 below.       

                                                                       

2.3 Evidence for UCP                                                                      

In the previous section I have claimed that for every NC in Kiswahili here is an UCP which 

reflects the noun f that class in the structure of a modifier and that the different forms of 

8. NC MOD.TYPE UCP MRT CP allomorphs SMF 

 1 adj yu -eusi mw- mweusi 

 1 demo1 yu -le yu- yule 

 1 demo2 yu Hu yu- huyu 

 1 demo3 yu Hu -yo huyo 

 1 poss yu Angu wa- wangu 

 1 -ote ote yu -ote ote ye- ye- yeyote 



concordial prefixes are simply different manifestations of the same UCP for each NC. But what 

evidence is there for the existence of UCPs in the first place? How many, UCPs are there? Let us 

consider the last question first. The number of UCPs depends on the numberof noun classes that 

may have been identified and cannot be determined in advance. In other words, there are as many 

UCPs as there are noun classes. For the purposes of this study, eleven noun classes are identified 

on the basis of the concordial prefix which most frequently reflects   nouns in modifiers for each 

noun class. Take, for instance, nouns fromNC1 such as kuku, motto, waziri, kipofu, mvulana. 

Such nouns are reflected in the modifier by a wide range of concordial prefixes including yu-, m- 

mw- yo- . In this study such forms are considered to be superficial form of an underlying 

concordial prefix. On the basis of a principle in elementary morphological analysis, it was noted 

that the most frequently occurring superficial concordial prefix among the list in (8) above is the 

prefix yu-; so this form was accordingly selected as the UCP (usually called the base form in 

segmental morphology) with the shape {YU-}. This process repeated for every noun class and 

the result is the 11 classes listed earlier in (7) above    

Let us now turn to the question of the existence of UCPs in Kiswahili modifiers. The evidence 

for the existence of UCPs is primarily provide most compellingly by concordial marking in no-

proximate demonstrative modifiers (NPD) as well as in the interrogative modifiers derived from 

the root -pi. In these modifiers, the UCP for each noun NC (except NC10) has the same form as 

its superficial concordial prefix (SCP) counterpart as can be seen by inspecting the following 

display: 

   



   

   

   

                                             

          

                              

    

                             

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inspection of concordial marking in  Kiswahili nominal modifiers shows that the various UCPs 

and NPD modifiers and in ‘-PI’ nominal modifiers also occurs in other types of modifiers as well 

as in verbs. For example, concordial marking for nouns from NC1 is accomplished by the same   

UCP, that is, the form {YU-} which also occurs in NPD modifiers as shown in (10) below:

  

9 NC UCP SCP MOD.RT SMF 

 1 YU yu- -le 

-pi 

yule 

yupi 

 3 WA wa -le 

-pi 

wale 

*wapi    wepi 

 3 U u -le 

-pi 

ule 

upi 

 4 I i -le 

-pi 

ile 

ipi 

 5 LI- li- -le 

-pi 

lile 

lipi 

 6 YA ya- -le 

-pi 

yale 

yapi 

 7 KI ki- -le 

-pi 

kile 

kipi 

 8 VI- vi- -le 

-pi 

vile 

vipi 

 9 ZI- zi- -le 

-pi 

zile 

zipi 

 

 

 

10 PA- 

 

pa- 

ku- 

mu 

 

mu- 

ku- 

-le 

 

 

 

-pi 

pale 

kule 

mule 

?mupi 

?papi 

kupi 

10 NC VERB TYPE UCP SCP EXAMPLE 

 1 copula YU- yu- yungali mgonjwa 

 1 rel.copula YU- ye- aliye mgonjwa 

 1 rel.copula YU- ye- ndiye mkurugenzi 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In other types of nominal modifiers, the UCP takes on different shapes (i.e. assumes different 

allomorphs) as partially illustrated in (8) above.         

2.4 Morphophonological Transformations                       In most 

cases an underlying modifier form (UMF) such as *waenyewe is morphologically ill-formed and 

must undergo appropriate transformations in order to become the superficial modifier form 

(SMF) wenyewe. The ill-formed form *waenyewe is the result of adding the UCP {WA-} to the 

root –enyewe. In the course of doing so, the vowel /a/ of  {WA-} coalesces with the first vowel 

of the root -enyewe to generate one vowel, namely, the vowel  /e/ as follows:     

                                               

  

  

 

 

To simplify this account, we can say that, in  example (11), there is a process of vowel 

coalescence in which one of the adjacent vowels in a word is ‘swallowed up’ by the other. Other 

examples of this type of morphophonological process can be observed in the formation of 

demonstrative modifiers such as hawa, haya, huku. Such modifiers are formed by prefixing the 

UCP {WA-}, {YA-} and {KU-} to the roots hu-, hi- and ha- respectively as follows: 

  

                                

                                        

  

In the above examples, the vowel of the modifier foot coalesces with that of the UCP to produce 

one vowel as follows:  

                                                    

                             

 

 1  rel.verb  YU-  ye- aliyetoroka 

 1 other verbs YU- a- aliyetoroka 

11 a + e       e; therefore, for example: 

12 WA- + -  enyewe         wenyewe instead of *waenyewe 

13. hu- +WA      hawa instead of   *huwa 

 hi-  + YA       haya instead of   *hiya 

 ha +  KU        huku instwad of   *haku 

14 u  +  a        a 

 i  +  a          a 

 a +  u         u 



On the other hand, two vowels may combine to produce a different vowel altogether. For 

example, consider the formation of prepositional forms yenye, wenye, kwenye. These forms are 

formed by adding UCP {I-}, {U-} and {KU-} to the root –enye as follows:                           

 

 

 

                                               

 In the above examples, the vowels /i/ and /u/ of the UCP merge with the first  vowel of the 

modifier root as follows:    

                                                                     

 

  Changes such as those described above are referred to in this paper as morphophonological 

transformations (MPTs) and they affect the formation of nominal modifiers in Kiswahili. In order 

to simplify the following account of modifier formation, there is provided below a summary of 

the morphophonological transformations which govern the relevant changes in the shapes of 

UCPs and modifier roots in the course of deriving superficial nominal modifiers. 

15. {I}  +  -enye              yenye    instead of     *ienye  

 {U} + -enye              wenye instead of     *uenye 

  {KU} + -enye        kwenye instwad of    *kuenye 

16 I  +  e           y 

 U + e           w 

17 MPTs  EXAMPLES 

 MPT1 

MPT2 

MPT3 

MPT4 

MPT5 

MPT6 

MPT7 

MPT8 

MPT9 

MPT10 

MPT11 

MPT12A 

MPT12B 

MPT13 

MPT14 

MPT 15 

MPT16 

MPT17 

MPT18 

 

u  +  a       a 

i  +  a        a 

a  +  u       u 

a  +  o       o 

u  +  o        o 

i  +  e        e 

a  + a        a 

i  + vowel       y       

u + vowel       w       

i  +  e       e            

a  +  e       e            

i + o         o 

e  +  o      o            

i  +  i      i              

i  + u       u 

UCP {KI-}     ch  

UCP {VI-}      vy-               

UCP{YU-/U-}      m-          

UCP {YU-/ U-}     mw-       

 

hu- + wa-       hawa 

hi-+  ya-        haya 

ha- + ku       huku 

hawa + o         hao 

huyu + o        huyo 

li-+-enye           lenye 

wa-+-angu        wangu 

i- +-angu           yangu 

u-+-angu           wangu 

zi-+-enye          zenye 

pa-+-enye          penye 

li-+ -ote             lote 

Ye-+ ote            yote 

mi-+-ingi          mingi 

hi-+- u               huu 

before vowel initial roots 

before  vowel initial roots 

before consonant initial roots 

before vowel initial roots 

 



Morphophonological Transformations (MPTs) that govern the derivation of   Kiswahili 

nominal modifiers 

In the following account, each MPT will be simply referred to by its number in such statements 

as: ‘in accordance with MPT5’ or simply: (MPT5). Any other relevant and specific 

morphophonological rules will be mentioned in the appropriate places   

                                                                                                    

 3. Deriving Kiswahili Nominal Modifiers                                       

We now proceed to demonstrate how the proposed framework can be used in the derivation of 

Kiswahili nominal modifiers by applying the notions of underlying and superficial morphological 

forms.           

                          

 3.1 Deriving “adjectival” modifier forms      

Adjectival modifiers in Kiswahili grammatical metalanguage are known as vivumishi vya sifa. 

These morphological structures are based on many modifier roots including zuri, refu, gumu, 

dogo, eusi, eupe, bivu.  An appropriate UCP is attached to such roots to form an ill-formed 

underlying modifier form (UMF) such as *yudogo, *igumu, * libivu, *uesi. From such 

morphologically ill-formed structures superficial modifier forms (SMFs) are derived by the 

application of the appropriate morphophonological transformations MPTs) as shown below:

  

In the process of forming adjectival modifiers, the morphologically ill-formed UMFs undergo 

certain morphophonological transformations during which the UCP assumes various shapes 

under conditions described below:  

18            UNDERLYING   FORMS SUPERFICIAL FORMS 

 NC         UCP  + ROOT UMF SMF 

 1        {YU-}   dogo          *yudogo mdogo 

 2        {WA-}  refu        - warefu 

 3        {U-}      eusi     *uesi mweusi 

 4        {I-}       gumu *igumu mgumu 

 5        {LI-}     bivu *libivu bivu 

 6        {YA-}   bivu *yabivu mabivu 

 7        {KI-}    eupe *kieupe cheupe 

 8        {VI-}    ekundu *vikundu vyekundu 

 9        {ZI-}    embamba *ziembamba nyembamba 

 10a        {PA-}/pa-  kubwa - Pakubwa 

 10b        {PA-}/ku-  tupu - kutupu 

 10c        {PA-}/mu-  tupu - mutupu 

 11         KU-          baya   - kubaya 

 (1)  UCP {YU-} and {U-} each takes allomorphs /m-   mw-/ in accordance with MPT17-18; 

    therefore: 



(2) UCP {I-} takes allomorph /mi-/; therefore:  

          I-(=mi-)  + gumu        migumu instead of *igumu 

(3) UCP {LI-} takes the zwero allomorph; therefore: 

        LI-(=zero) +bivu         bivu instead of *libivu       

 

  

  

    

 

 

3.2 Deriving possessive modifier forms                                                       

In Kiswahili grammatical metalanguage, possessive modifiers are known as vivumishi 

vimilikishi. These morphological structures include words such: wangu, langu, wetu, yetu, wao, 

yao. Such words are formed by adding an appropriate UCP to any of the six possessive  

modifier roots, namely: -angu,   -etu-,-ako, -enu, -ake, -ao. Using one of these root, -angu, we 

can demonstrate the formation of possessive modifiers in Kiswahili as follows: 

        YU-(=m-) + dogo       mdogo instead of  * yudogo     

        U-(=mw-) +  eusi       mweusi   instead of  * ueusi     

        YU-(=mw-) + eupe       mweupe instead of   *uepe   

 (4)  UCP {YA-} takes allomorph /ma-/; therefore:    

YA-(=ma-)  + bivu       mabivu  instead of  *yabivu 

(5)   UCP {KI-} takes allomorph /ch/ in accordance with MPT15 while UCP {VI-} takes 

allomorph /vy-/ according to MPT16. UCP {KI-} takes allomorph /ki-/ and UCP {VI-} takes 

allomorph /vi-/ elsewhere; therefore:       

 KI-(=ch-) + ekundu      chekundu   instead of  *kiekundu    

 KI-(=ki-) + zuri      kizuri                   

 VI-(=vy-) + eupe      vyeupe instead of  *vieupe      

 VI-(=vi-)  + refu       virefu    

(6) UCP {ZI-}takes rhe following allomorphs 

(a) allomorph /n/ before modifier roots beginning consonants d, g, z ; therefore:                          

ZI-(n)  + dogo        ndogo instead of *zidogo                                                                            

ZI-(=n-) + gumu      ngumu instead of  *zigumu       

ZI-(n) +zuri             nzuri instead of *zizuri 

(b) allomorph /m-/ before modifier roots which begin with consonants b, p; therefore:                

   ZI(=M)  +  pya      mpya instead of *zipya 

(c) allomorphs /ny-/ before modifier roots beginning with a vowel except the root -ema which 

takes allomorph/ nj-/; therefore:                                                    

ZI-(=ny-)  +   eupe       nyeupe instead of  *zieupe     

ZI-(=ny-) +   epesi       nyepesi instead of  *ziepesi     

ZI-(=ny-) + ekundu      nyekundu  instead of  *ziekundu      

  ZI-(=nj-) +   ema       njema instead of *ziema 
 



In the process of forming Kiswahili possessive modifiers, the  morphologically ill-formed 

UMFs are subjected to appropriate transformations during which the relevant UMFs assume 

different forms under conditions described below: 

 

19              UNDERLYING   FORMS SUPERFICIAL FORMS 

 NC UCP   +   ROOT UMF   SMF 

 1 {YU-}      -angu    *yuangu  wangu 

 2 {WA-}     -angu    *waangu  wangu 

 3 {U- }      -angu    *uangu    wangu 

 4 {I- }       -angu    *iangu   yangu 

 5 {LI- }       -angu    *liangu   langu 

 6 { YA-}     -angu     *yaangu   yangu 

 7    {KI-}   -angu  *yaangu   change 

 8 {VI- }      -angu     *kiangu   vyangu 

 9 {ZI- }    -angu     *viangu   zangu 

 10a {PA-}/pa     -angu    *paangu  pangu 

 10b {PA-/ku       -angu     *kuangu   kwangu 

 10c {PA-}/mu    -angu    *muangu  mwangu 

 11 {KU}          -angu     *kuangu  kwangu 

(1) UCP {YU-}, {U-} and {WA-} each becomes /wa/ after their vowels coalesce with the first 

vowel of the possessive modifier root –angu in accordance with MPT7; therefore:  

               YU-(=wa-)  + - angu       wangu  instead of  *yuangu     

                                        U-(=wa-)   +  -angu         wangu  instead  of *uangu  

                WA-(=wa-) +  -angu         wangu  instead  of *waangu 

 (2)UCP {I-} becomes /y/ in accordance with MPT8; therefore:     

             I-(=y) + -angu       yangu  instead of  *iangu   

(3) The vowels of UCP {LI-} {YA-}, {ZI-} AND {PA-} each coalesces with the first vowel 

of the modifier root –angu in accordance with MPT2 and MPT6; therefore:                  

       LI-  + -angu       langu  instead of    *liangu      

                            ZI-  +  -angu       zangu  instead of   *ziangu     

                           YA-  +  -angu      yangu  instead of  *yaangu    

                            PA-  +  -angu      pangu   instead of *paangu 

(4) UCP {KI-} becomes /ch/ according to MPT15 and UCP {VI-} becomes /vy-/ in     

accordance with MPT16; therefore:                             

    KI-(=ch)   +  -angu       changu  instead of  *kiangu   

    VI-(=vy-)  +  -angu        vyangu instead of  *viangu 

(5) The vowel /u/ of allomorphs ku- and mu of UCP {PA-} becomes /w/ in accordance with 

MPT16; therefore:    ku-   +  -angu        kwangu    instead of   *kuangu    

                                  mu-  +  -angu       mwangu   instead of   *muangu  



3.3 Morphological forms based on the modifier   root –enyewe                                                               

The form –enyewe is a modifier root upon which are based modifiers such as mwenyewe, 

wenyewe yenyewe, chenyewe, vyenyewe and others. Such modifiers are formed by adding the 

appropriate UCP to the modifier root –enyewe as specified below: 

 

During the formation of the relevant modifiers, the ill-formed UMFs undergo the appropriate 

transformations which cause the UCPs to assume various forms under certain  

conditions described below:   

20.              UNDERLYING   FORMS SUPERFICIAL FORMS 

 NC UCP   +   ROOT UMF   SMF 

 1 {yu-}    -enyewe *uenyewe  wenyewe  

 2 {wa-}   -enyewe * waenyewe wenyewe 

 3 {u-}      -enyewe  *uenyewe  wenyewe 

 4 {i-}       -enyewe  *ienyewe yenyewe  

 5 {li-}      -enyewe  *lienyewe  lenyewe 

 6 {ya-}     enyewe  *yaenyewe  yenyewe 

 7 {KI-}   -enyewe  *kiemyewe  chenyewe 

 8 {VI-}  - enyewe  *vienyewe  vyenyewe 

 9 {ZI-}     -enyewe  *zienyewe  zenyewe 

 10a {PA-}/pa   -enyewe  *paenyewe  penyewe 

 10b {PA-}/ku  - enyewe  *kuenyewe  kwenyewe 

 10c {PA-}/mu   -enyewe  *muenyewe mwenyewe 

 11 KU-           -enyewe  *kwenyewe kwenyewe 

(1) UCP {YU-} and {U-} each becomes /mw-/; therefore:    

    YU-(=mw-)  + enyewe      mwenyewe  instead of  *yuenyewe        

                            U-(=mw-)  +   enyewe      mwenyewe instead of  *uenyewe 

(2) UCP  {WA-} becomes /wa-/ whose vowel coalesces with the first vowel of the 

modifier root –enyewe in accordance with MPT10; therefore:                               

    WA-(=wa-)  + -enyewe         wenyenwe  instead of   *waenyewe                                       

(3) UCP {I-} becomes /y/ in accordsnce MPT8, therefore:                            

     I-(=y)+-enyewe        yenyewe instead of  *ienyewe                                                                                                                                                 

(4) The vowels of UCP {LI-} {YA-}, {ZI-} and  {PA-} coalesce with the first vowel of 

the root –enyewe in accordance with MPT6 and MPT10; therefore:         

                  LI-+ -enyewe        lenyewe  instead of   *lienyewe    

                  ZI-+ -enyewe       zenyewe  instead of    *zienyewe 

                 YA- + -enyewe      yenyewe   instead of    *yaenyewe 

                  PA- +-enyewe      penyewe  instead of    *  paenyewe 



 

3.4 Nominal Modifier forms based on the reduplicated modifier root -ote -ote                                            

The morphological form ‘-ote ote’ is a reduplicated root whose base is the form    ‘-ote’. Upon 

the root –ote –ote are based modifiers such as yeyote, yoyote, lolote, chochote, wowote and many 

others. Modifiers like those are formed by adding an appropriate UCP to the root  -ote –te as 

described  in (21) below:  

In the process of forming modifiers base on the root -ote –ote, the ill-formed UMFs undergo 

certain changes during which the UCP assumes various shapes described below:                     

(5)  UCP {KI-} becomes /ch-/ (MPT15) while UCP {VI-} becomes /vy-/ (MPT16); 

therefore: KI-(=ch)  + -enyewe        chenyewe   instead of   *kienyewe                   

                      VI-(=vy-) +  -enyewe       vyenyewe  instead of   *vienyewe      

(6) UCP {PA-} takes allomorphs ku- and mu- whose vowel /u/ coalesces with the first   

vowel of the root –enyewe in accordance with MPT9; therefore:                                   

        PA-(=ku) + -enyewe        kwenyewe  instead of  *kuenyewe  

      PA-(=mu) + -enyewe       mwenyewe  instead of   *muenyewe 
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 NC UCP  + ROOT UMF  SMF  

 1 {YU-}     -ote ote *yuoteyuote yeyote 

 2 {WA-}   - ote ote *waotewaote wowote 

 3 {U-}        -ote ote *uoteuote wowote 

 4 {I-}          -ote ote *ioteiote yoyote 

 5 {LI-}       - ote ote *loteliote lolote 

 6 {YA-}      -ote ote *yaoteyaote yoyote 

 7 {KI-}      -ote ote *kiotekiote chochote 

 8 {VI-}       - ote ote *vioteviote vyovyote 

 9 {ZI-}         -ote ote *zioteziote zozote 

 10a {PA-}/pa-    -ote ote *paotepaote popote 

 10b {PA-}/ku-    -ote ote *kuotekuoe kokote 

 10c {PA-}/mu-    -ote ote *muotemuote mwomwote 

 11 KU-             -ote ote *kuotekuote kokote 

  (1a) UCP {YU-} takes allomorph ye which reduplicates itself as follows:                            

   YU -  +   ote1ote2         *yeiote1ye2ote2   

(1b) The first half of the reduplicated root is deleted with the following result:              

   ye1ote1ye2ote2           *ye1ye2ote2     

(1c) The vowel /e/ coalesces with vowel /o/ of the root -ote2 in accordance  with MPT12B, a final 

process which results into the SMF yeyote.                                    

(2a)  UCP {WA-} reduplicates itself as wa-1 and wa-2 in the reduplicated root as   follows:          

   WA- + ote1ote2           *wa1ote1wa2ote2                                         



                                                                                                                                         

3.5   Morphological forms in  prepositional phrase nominal modifiers     

(2b) Vowel /a/ of the UCP {WA-} coalesces with vowel /o/ of the root oteote in accordance with 

MPT4; therefore : wa1ote1wa2ote2             *wotewote                                                                                                        

(2c) Syllable  /te/ of wote1 is deleted, a final transformation which derives the SMF wowote as 

follows :   wote1wote2        wowote 

(3) The formation of the modifiers lolote and zozote involves the same processes describe in 

(2a-c) above in addition to the application of MPT12A 

(4a) UCP {U-} takes the allomorph /w-/ in accordance with MPT9 ; the allomorph /w-/  

reduplicates  itself in the root –ote-ote as follows:   U(=w) + -ote-ote          mwomwote 

(4b) Syllable /te/ of wote1 is deleted generating wowote as follows:  wote1wote2       wowote 

              

(5a) UCP {I-} takes allomorph y- in accordance with MPT8; this allomorph then duplicates itself 

in the modifier root -ote-ote as follows:                                                      

       I-(= y-)  +  -ote-ote         *yote1yote2 

(5b)  Syllable /te/ of yote1 is deleted generating yoyote 

6) UCP {KI-} takes the allomorph /ch-/ (MPT15) while UCP {VI-} takes allomorph /y-/ 

inaccordance with (MPT16); the allomorphic forms ch- and vy- then reduplicate themselves in 

the root –ote-ote as follows:  KI-(=ch- + -ote1-ote2          *chote1chote2     

                                           VI-(=vy-) + -ote1 –ote2        *vyote1vyote2 

6b) The syllable /te/ of chote1 and vyote1 is deleted generating chochote and vyovyote respectively 

7a)  UCP {PA-} takes three allomorphs: /pa-  ku-  mu-/ which reduplicate themselves in the root  

–ote-ote as follows:      PA-(=pa-) +-ote-ote        *paote1paote2                           

PA-(=ku-+-ote –ote         *kuote1kuote2                       PA-(=mu-

+ -ote-ote        *muote1muote2    

(7b) Vowel /a/ of  CP pa- coalesces with the first vowel of the root –ote-ote (MPT14) to produce 

the form  *pote1pote2 as follows:  paopote1paopote2          *pote1pote2 

(7c) The syllable /te/ of pote1pote2, kwote1kwote2 and muote1muote2 is deleted generating the 

following forms:    pote1pote2            popote       

          kwote1kwote2         kwokwote 

                              mwote1mwote2          mwomwote   

5             NP 

 

   N1              PP 

 



 A ‘prepositional modifier’ is not a single word; rather it is 

a prepositional phrase (PP) consisting of a preposition 

(P) and a noun (N) and it occurs as a constituent of a 

noun phrase  (NP) as shown below:    

      

                            

  

 

 

 

  

In such a structure, the constituents N1 and P are in a relation of grammatical agreement (also 

known as grammatical concord) but our interest here is in the morphology of the constituent P, 

that is the morphology of words like ya, za, wa, la lenye, wenye. words such as those are 

deceptively simple words but they are really morphologically complex in the sense that they are 

composed of more than one morpheme. In each case the words are composed of a concordial 

prefix together with the prepositional root –a  or   –enye as described below.  3.5.1 

Modifier forms involving the prepositional root -a                                            

Morphological forms based on the prepositional root -a include the words wa, ya, cha, vya, la, 

pa, ma, za. These words are formed by adding an appropriate UCP to the root –a as  

illustrated in (23) below:         

                P         N2 

 

pete        ya      dhahabu 

mtoto      wa        ali 

mzee    mwenye   mvi 

shoka   lenye     makali 

23               UNDERLYING   FORMS SUPERFICIAL FORMS 

 NC          UCP  + ROOT UMF SMF 

 1         {YU-}      -a * yua wa  

 2         {WA-}     -a  *waa  Wa 

 3           {U-}      -a  *ua  Wa 

 4           {I}        -a *ia  Ya 

 5           {LI-}     -a *lia  La 

 6           {YA-}   -a  *yaa  Ya 

 7           {KI-}    -a   *kia  Cha 

 8           {VI-}    -a  *via  Vya 

 9           {ZI-}     -a  *zia  Za 

 10a           {PA-}/pa-   -a   *paa  Pa 

 10b           {PA-}/ku-   -a  *kua  Kwa 

 10c           {PA-}mu-   -a *mua  Mwa 

 11           [KU-}         -a *kua  Kwa 



 In the process of forming the relevant morphological for, the following transformational 

changes occur in the UMFs during which the UCP takes different allomorphs as described 

below:                                                                                                

(1) UCP {YU-}, {WA-} and {U-} each takes allomorph wa- whose vowel /a/ coalesces with 

the vowel of the root –a in accordance with MPT7;  so that:                                              

YU-(=wa-) + -a        wa    instead of       *yua       

                             WA-(=wa-)+ -a        wa    instead of    *waa           

                              U-(=wa-)+  -a       wa     instead of    *ua 

(2)  UCP {I-} becomes /y/ in accordance with MPT8, so that:    

     I-(=y)  +  -a          ya  instead of  *ia 

(3) The vowels of UCP {YA-}, {PA-}, {LI-} and {ZI-} coalesce with the vowel of the root –

a in accordance with MPT7, so that:                                    

    YA- + -a        ya   instead of  *yaa         

                               PA-+  -a        pa   instead of *paa         

                               ZI- +  -a        za   instead of  *zia        

                               LI- +  -a        la     instead of  *lia                            

(4)UCP {KI-} becomes ch- (MPT15) while UCP {VI-} becomes vy- in accordance with 

MPT16; therefore:      KI-(=ch-) + -a        cha   instead of   *kia       

                                 VI-(=vy-) +  -a        vya  instead of   *via 

(5) UCP {PA-} takes allomorphs ku- and mu each of whose vowel coalesces with vowel of 

the root –a in accordance with MPT9, so that: PA-(=ku-) +   -a        kwa   instead of  *kua 

                                                 PA-(=mu)  +  -a        mwa  instead of    *mua 

6)  UCP KU (NC11) metamorphoses into kw- as described in (5) above 

                                                                                                                          

  3.5.2 Morphological forms involving the prepositional root –enye    

24         UNDERLYING   FORMS SUPERFICIAL FORMS 

 NC      UCP  +  ROOT UMF SMF 

 1     {YU-}      -enye * yuenye mwenye  

 2     {WA-}      -enye *waenye  wenye 

 3    { U-}          -enye  *uwenye  wenye 

 4    { I-}            -enye  *ienye  yenye 

 5   {LI-}            enye  *lienye  lenye 

 6  {YA-}          -enye  *yaenye  yenye 

 7 {KI-}             -enye        *kienye  chenye 

 8 {VI-}             -enye  *vienye  vyenye 

 9 { ZI-}             -enye  *zienye  zenye 

 10a {PA-}/pa-      -enye  *paenye  penye 



 Prepositional modifiers based on the root –enye include the following words: mwenye, 

wenye,leny.yenye,chenye, vyenye, zenye, penye. Those words are prepositions formed by 

prefixing an appropriate UCP to the root –enye as follows:      

In the course of forming the relevant prepositional forms, the following transformational changes 

take place in the MFs during which each of the UCP assumes various shapes as described below:

                                                                                                                                                                 

  

4. Concluding remarks          In 

the pas,t Kiswahili nominal modifiers have been described from the point of syntax, i.e. as 

constituents of the noun phrase. But since modifier prefixes signal the syntactic relation of 

concord between the noun and the modifier, such syntactic descriptions had to include statements 

about the morphological properties of concordial prefixes. Nevertheless, no serious attention was 

focused upon the shapes or forms of modifier prefixes and their relation to the modifier roots. In 

other words, no real progress was in the past made towards answering the question concerning 

the constituent morphemes of modifiers such as wangu, wako, lako, lote, chochote, etc. In this 

paper, I have attempted to answer that question by concentrating on the morphology of Kiswahili 

nominal modifiers. A framework was devised and deployed for the analysis of Kiswahili nominal 

 10b {PA}ku-        -enye *kuenye  kenye 

 10c {PA-}/mu-     -enye *muenye  mwenye 

 11 KU-              -enye *kuenye  kwenye 

(1)UCP {YU-} becomes mw- so that: YU-(=mw-) + enye        mwenye instead of  *yuenye 

2) UCP {U-} becomes w- (MPT9) so that : U(=w) + -enye       wenye   instead of *yuenye     

(3)UCP {WA-} becomes wa- whose vowel coalesces with the first vowel of the root –enye in 

accordance with MPT10; therefore: WA-(=wa-) + enye         wenye  instead of  *waenye 

(4) UCP {I-} becomes y- in accordance with MPT 8; therefore:                            

       I-(=y)  +  -enye        yenye   instead of  *ienye   

(5) The vowels of UCP {LI-}, {ZI} {YA-}and {PA-} each coalesces with the first vowel of 

the root –enye in accordance with MPT 10 and MPT11 so that:          

                        LI-  +  -enye       lenye   instead of  *lienye             

                        ZI-  +  -enye       zenye  instead of  *zienye        

                        YA- +  -enye        yenye  instead of  *yaenye       

                        PA-  +  -enye         penye   instead of   *paenyee                                         

(6) UCP {KI-} becomes ch- (MPT15) and UCP {VI-} becomes vy- (MPT16) so that:    

        KI-   +   -enye        chenye   instead of  *kienye        

                               VI-   +   -enye       vyenye  instead of  *vienye    

(7) UCP {PA-} takes allomorphs ku- and mu each of whose vowels immediately coalesces                                              

with the first vowel of the root –enye in accordance with MPT10 so that:            

PA-(=ku-)   +   -enye         kwenye   instead of  *kuenye              

                              PA-(=mu-)  +   -enye        mwenye   instead of   *muenye  

  (8) UCP KU-(NC11) metamorphoses into kw- as describe in (7) above 



modifiers. The framework envisages a uniform system of underlying concordial prefixes (UCP). 

Each noun class (NC) is associated with a specific UCP. When a UCP such as {LI-} is added to 

a modifier root such as ‘-ote’, there s generated an underlying modifier form (UMF) such as 

*liote which is morphologically ill-formed. The morphologically ill-formed UMF such as *liote 

undergoes the appropriate morphophonological transformations (MPTs) which derive superficial 

modifier forms (SMF) such as lote.  

 

Underlying modifier forms can be viewed at two levels. At one level, there are the underlying 

concordial prefixes intimately associated with each NC. There is only one UCP for each NC, for 

example, {YU-} for, NC1, {WA-} for NC2, {LI-} for NC5, etc. At another level, there are the 

UMFs which are the result of adding a UCP to a modifier root, for example,*yuangu (YU-+-

angu); *waangu (WA-+-angu); *liangu(LI-+ angu); etc. Most UMFs are morphologiicaly ill-

formed and they never surface in that form. Superfical modifier forms (SMFs) are considered to 

constitute only one level: the level of pronounceable modifier forms such as wangu, lako, 

chochote, cheupe. In many cases of SMFs, the root is the only recognizable morphemic 

constituent of the modifier, the concordial constituent having had part of its morphological 

structure eroded in the process of transforming the UMF into the SMF. For example, in the 

modifiers wangu and lako, the roots are clearly recognizable; not so what would otherwise 

constitute the CP, i.e. the forms ‘w’ in wangu and ‘l’ in lako which are just remnants of the UCP 

{WA-} and {LI-} respectively.                     

          

 The descriptive framework proposed in this paper involves specifying the notions of underlying 

and superficial modifier forms as well as a theory of Kiswahili nominal classification. This 

framework is here considered to be crucial for a systematic description of Kiswahili nominal 

modifiers and of other Bantu languages for three reasons. First, it allows for a simple and clear 

analysis of the morphological structure of modifiers such as yote, ya, wa,  wenye which in 

morphological terms are deceptively simple words. Secondly, the framework proposed in this 

paper enables one to see concordial marking in Kiswahili as a systematic process amenable to 

the kind of formalization such as the one presented in this paper. Thirdly, the morphological 

description of Kiswahili nominal modifiers has inevitably involved references to Kiswahili 

nominal classification together with issues of concordial marking, a fact which implies two 

things. First, there is a clear interface between Kiswahili morphology and its syntax. In view of 

this, it is unwise to insist on a clear distinction between morphology and syntax in Bantu 

descriptive grammar.         

           

 NOTES                                                                                

*. This is the third of six projected articles based on my on-going Research Project  :   

Rewriting Kiswahili Descriptive Grammar, supported by the Research and Publications 

Directorate, Kabale University                                                    



1This assumption is clearly implicit in many 

statements in Kiswahili grammars in which 

nominal modifiers are correctly described as 

consisting of a concordial prefix and a modifier 

root. See, for example, Ashton (1944) who 

attempted (partially successfully) to provide a 

list of concordial prefixes alongside what she called 

‘class prefixes’. Ashton’s list gives the impression that they are easily identifiable; they are not, 

unfortunately.                            
2This criterion which may be called the ‘concord criterion’, should not be confused with the 

traditional one by which nouns are grouped into classes on the basis of the shape of their 

nominal prefixes. In the concordial criterion, prefixes are still used as the basis for identifying 

one noun class from another but such prefixes are not nominal prefixes: they are either modifier 

prefixes or verb prefixes. In three cases, however, concordial prefixes and nominal prefixes do 

coincide, i.e. they have the same shape: CP wa- of NC2 coincides with nominal prefix (np) wa- 

of certain (not, all, of course) nouns of that class; CP ki- coincides with np ki- of all nouns in 

NC7 and CP vi- coincides with np vi- of noun in NC8.     

                                                                               

 3The same criterion may well yield not 11 but 13 noun classes. This is possible if it is assumed 

that the allomorphic concordial prefixes /pa-   ki-   mu/ of UCP {PA-} of NC10 are each 

associated with a different noun class. On this assumption, my NC10 can be divided into three 

separate classes a process which yields two extra classes in addition to the 11, the extra or new 

classes now being NC11 and NC12 whereby my proposed NC11 now becomes NC13 as shown 

below; 

     

   

         

            

 

                                 

The details, especially firm   evidence for the proposal contained in this footnote are not yet clear 

to me and I would not press it. Accordingly, for the time being at least, I would like to stick to the 

11 noun classes proposed above.         
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